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In the past, the choices of b values to be applied to ﬁnd the b-reducts in VPRS for an infor-
mation system are somewhat arbitrary. In this study, a systematic method which bridges
the fuzzy set methodology and probabilistic approach of RS to solve the threshold value b
determination problem in variable precision rough sets (VPRS) is proposed. Different from
the existing probabilistic methods, the proposed method relies on the fuzzy membership
degrees of each attribute of the objects to calculate b. The proposed method gives the
membership degrees and fuzzy aggregation operators the probabilistic interpretations.
Based on the probabilistic interpretations, the threshold value b of VPRS is directly derived
from fuzzy membership degree by Implication Relations and Fuzzy Algorithms, in which
the membership degrees are obtained by the standard Fuzzy C-means method. The argu-
ment is that errors of system classiﬁcation would occur in the fuzzy-clustering phase prior
to information classiﬁcation, therefore the threshold value b should be constrained by the
probability of belongingness of an object to the fuzzy clusters, i.e., through the values of
membership functions. A few examples are given in the paper to demonstrate the differ-
ences with other b-determining methods.
 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Knowledge bases have been successfully applied in many real-world applications where intelligent decisions have to be
made. Most of the time, the collected data are so huge that they are beyond the ability of a human expert to analyze them
without using feasible analysis techniques. Machine learning and data mining techniques have recently been developed to
ﬁnd implicitly meaningful patterns and to ease the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck.
Rough sets (RS) was introduced more than twenty years ago [28] and had emerged as a powerful technique for automatic
classiﬁcation of objects [41]. It has provided a powerful tool for data analysis and for knowledge discovery from uncertain
and vague data. RS has been successfully applied to machine learning, forecasting, knowledge acquisition, decision analysis,
knowledge discovery from database, pattern recognition, and data mining [30,29,18,5,24].
However, for RS to be capable of performing a complete classiﬁcation requires that the collected data must be fully cor-
rect or certain. The classiﬁcation with a controlled degree of uncertainty or misclassiﬁcation error is outside the realm of RS
approach [47]. In real world decision making, data in an information system acquired by means of random or statistical
methods are often ambiguous, incomplete, and noisy. The patterns of classes often overlap and is not sufﬁcient to produce. All rights reserved.
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probabilities.
To overcome these problems, the theory of variable precision rough sets (VPRS) was ﬁrst introduced by Ziarko [47]. The
VPRS model is an extension of the original RS model [48], which was proposed to analyze and identify data patterns that
represent statistical trends rather than being functional. VPRS deals with partial classiﬁcations by introducing a precision
parameter b. The b value represents a threshold value of the portion of objects in a particular condition class being classiﬁed
into the same decision class (in RS the b value is one). Ziarko [47] deﬁned the b value as a classiﬁcation error and it was de-
ﬁned to be in the domain [0.0,0.5). However, An et. al [1] and Beynon [4] used b to denote the proportion of correct classi-
ﬁcations, in such case the appropriate range is (0.5,1.0]. They referred this technique as enhanced RST. This deﬁnition of b
will be used in this study.
Because the VPRS model has no formal historical background of having empirical evidence to support any particular
method of b selection [3], VPRS-related research studies do not focus on details of the choice of the precision parameter
(b) value. Ziarko [47] proposed the b value to be speciﬁed by the decision maker. Beynon [2] proposed two methods of select-
ing b-reducts without such a known b value, and proposed the allowable b value range to be an interval [4], where the qual-
ity of classiﬁcation may be known in prior to determine the b value range. An extended VPRS was introduced by Katzberg
and Ziarko [21], which allows asymmetric bounds l and u to be used. In the VPRS models the restrictions l < 0.5 and u = 1  l
must be held. Beynon [6] introduced the (l,u)-quality graph, which elucidates the associated level of quality of classiﬁcation,
based on the selected l and u values. Su [39] determined the precision parameter b value based on the least upper bound of
the misclassiﬁcation error of the data set. However, in these methods, the value of b could only be determined after the clas-
siﬁcation results are obtained, and the origin of uncertainty in classiﬁcation has never been addressed in corporation with
the constraint of b value speciﬁcally. It is very common that the information systems have continuous attributes values. For
continuous information to be processed for classiﬁcation, the procedure of clustering must be performed, and the stabilities
for various continuous value discretisation processes could be evaluated, e.g., see Beynon [7]. During this clustering process
of continuous data, errors might occur due to the fuzzy nature of data, and this will be one of the major sources of misclassi-
ﬁcation. Other sources of misclassiﬁcation could be instrumental errors in producing the raw data, or un-considered hidden
attributes.
Aside from VPRS, further more efforts have been taken to handle the uncertainty of data. One approach is to combine Fuz-
zy Set and Rough Set, and gives birth to fuzzy rough set (FRS), originated by Dubois and Prade [13,14] and later developed
and elaborated by many researchers [32,38,42]. Then the developments followed were variable precision fuzzy rough set
(VPFRS) [25,26,46], Vaguely Quantiﬁed Rough Set (VQRS) model [11] and Fuzzy-Rough Feature Selection (FRFS) methods
[19,20,35]. One could refer to [31] for summary of some FRS studies. The properties of fuzzy logical operators, approximation
operators and implication operators as well as the mathematical structures and representations of FRS have been extensively
studied in those literatures, but no attempts have been made along the direction of calculating/deriving the b value, which is
generally considered as an user-speciﬁed, application-dependent free parameter.
Another different path of development is the probabilistic generalization of the original rough sets. For the summary work
on probabilistic approaches to rough sets, one could refer to [45,49]. Three variations of probabilistic models have been pro-
posed and studied intensively. They are the decision-theoretic rough set model [43,44], the VPRS model, and the Bayesian
rough set model [17,36,37]. Those methods are related to each other, and the main differences among those models are their
formulations of probabilistic approximations and interpretations of the required parameters. Among these methods, the
decision-theoretic method, based on Bayesian decision procedure for classiﬁcation, has reported that it had solved the b va-
lue determination problem for VPRS; the required threshold b values can be interpreted and calculated based on a loss func-
tion consisting of costs and risks. While this approach is theoretically straightforward, however the question left now is how
to determine the costs and risks for the dataset to calculate b.
In this study, a systematic method to determine the upper bound of precision parameter value b of VPRS for information
systems with at least one continuous attribute is presented. Different from the existing probabilistic methods, the proposed
method relies on the fuzzy value of membership function of each attribute of the objects to calculate b. The proposed method
gives the values of membership function and fuzzy aggregation operators the probabilistic interpretations. Based on these
probabilistic interpretations and arguments the upper limit of threshold value b of VPRS is linked to the probability of clus-
tering accuracy, and can be derived. This method is based on fuzzy C-means (FCM) [12,16,33] clustering method, implication
relations and fuzzy algorithms [40] of fuzzy set theory. Although other fuzzy cluster methods could be used in principle, we
simply chose FCM since the technique has been well established and widely accepted. The argument is that errors of system
classiﬁcation would occur in the fuzzy-clustering phase prior to information classiﬁcation, therefore the threshold value b
should be constrained by the probability of belongingness of an object to the fuzzy clusters, i.e., through the values of mem-
bership functions. In summary, the proposed method bridges the fuzzy set methodology and probabilistic interpretation of
RS to solve the threshold value b determination problem for VPRS.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the fundamental principles of VPRS. Section 3 de-
scribes the methods that used to determine the threshold value b. The relation between the threshold probability and the
membership value of a rule is explained in addition to a few simple examples. Section 4 gives a step-by-step example to
compare the consequences of applying our method with other b-selecting methods, then this method is applied to UCI wine
dataset under several different clustering conditions. Finally, Section 5 presents some concluding remarks.
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VPRS operates on what may be described as a knowledge-representation system or an information system. The basic
principles of information system (S) and the application of VPRS theory to the processing of information systems are de-
scribed in the following sections.
2.1. Information systems
A typical information system has the form S = (U,A,Vq, fq), where U is a non-empty ﬁnite set of objects and A is a non-
empty ﬁnite set of attributes describing each object. Assume that the attributes in set A can be partitioned into a set of con-
dition attributes C– / and another set of decisional attributes D– /, A = C [ D and C \ D = /. If one lists the values of all
attributes (conditional plus decisive) and makes a table, such a table is also called a decision table. For each attribute
q 2 A, Vq represents the domain of q, i.e., V =
S
Vq. Finally, fq : U  A? V is the information function such that f(x,q) 2 Vq
for "q 2 A and "x 2 U.
For an attribute subset R, R # C and R– /, the equivalence relation is denoted byIR ¼ fðx; yÞ 2 U  U : f ðx; qÞ ¼ f ðy; qÞ8q 2 Rg:
IR partitions U into a family of disjoint subsets U/IR called a quotient set of U:U=IR ¼ f½xR : x 2 Ug;
where [x]R denotes the equivalence class determined by x with respect to (w.r.t.) R, i.e.., [x]R = {y 2 U : (x,y) 2 IR}.
2.2. b  lower and b-upper approximation
In VPRS, the b value represents a threshold value of the portion of objects in a particular conditional class being classiﬁed
into the same decision class. In processing the information system S = (U,A,Vq, fq), A = C [ D, X # U, R # C using a VPRSmodel
with 0.5 < b 6 1, the data analysis procedure hinges on two basic concepts, namely the b-lower and b-upper approximations
of a set. The b-lower approximation of sets X # U and R # C can be expressed as follows:aprbRðXÞ ¼ fx 2 U : PðX=½xRÞP bg ¼ [f½xR : PðX=½xRÞP bg:
Similarly, the b-upper approximation of sets X # U and R # C is given byaprbRðXÞ ¼ fx 2 U : PðX=½xRÞ > 1 bg ¼ [f½xR : PðX=½xRÞ > 1 bg;
where PðX=YÞ ¼ jX\Y jjYj if jYj > 0, and P(X/Y) = 1 otherwise. jXj is the cardinality of the set X.
In the case where b ¼ 1; aprbRðXÞ and aprbRðXÞ are equivalent to the lower and upper approximation sets in RS theory,
respectively, i.e.., the VPRS model reverts to the original RS model.
Beynon [4] deﬁned the following expressions for the b-negative region and b-boundary region of X 2 [x]D in S:
NEGbRðXÞ ¼ fx 2 U : PðX=½xRÞ 6 1 bg ¼ [f½xR : PðX=½xRÞ 6 1 bg;
BNDbRðXÞ ¼ fx 2 U : 1 b < PðX=½xRÞ < bg ¼ [f½xP : 1 b < PðX=½xRÞ < bg;
cbðR;DÞ ¼ j [ f½xR : PðX=½xRÞP bgj=jUj:In the above expressions the unions are taken for X 2 [x]D. Essentially, the value cb(R,D) indicates the proportion of objects
in the universe U for which a classiﬁcation based on decision attribute D is possible at the speciﬁed value of b. In other words,
it involves combining all b-positive regions and summing up the number of objects involved in such a combination. The mea-
surement (quality of classiﬁcation) is used operationally to deﬁne and extract reducts, which is the kernel part of RS theory
(and VPRS) in the application to data mining and rule construction.
3. Determination of suitable threshold value b
This study proposes a mechanism for determining a suitable value of the VPRS precision parameter b based on the fuzzy
C-means clustering method, some general principles of fuzzy algorithms and fuzzy set theory. The various components of the
proposed mechanism are introduced in the sections below.
3.1. Fuzzy C-means (FCM)
FCM, ﬁrst developed by Dunn [15] in 1973 and later reﬁned by Bezdek [8] in 1981, is an unsupervised clustering algo-
rithm with multiple applications ranging from feature analysis to clustering and classiﬁer design. In the present work, fuzzy
C-means (FCM) clustering is applied in the initialization of the antecedent membership functions of the fuzzy sets for its sim-
plicity and acceptable correctness on pattern recognition among various fuzzy clustering techniques.
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may be a member of more than one cluster at the same time. FCM clustering consists of two processes. The ﬁrst step is to
calculate the cluster centers and assign data points to these centers using a form of Euclidean distance. This process is re-
peated until the cluster centers have stabilized. Before the ﬁrst iteration, an initial set of membership values must be chosen.
FCM imposes a direct constraint on fuzzy membership function associated with each point as the following:Xp
j¼1
ljðxiÞ ¼ 1; i ¼ 1;2;3 . . . ; k;where p is the number of speciﬁed clusters, k is the number of objects, xi is the ith object, and lj(xi) returns the membership
value of xi in the jth cluster. The membership value reﬂects the degree of belongingness of an object to a cluster. Clearly, the
sum of the cluster membership values of each object from one speciﬁc attribute must be equal to one.
The objective of FCM is to minimize a standard loss function expressed as the weighted sum of squared errors within clus-
ters, i.e,l ¼
Xp
j¼1
Xn
i¼1
½ljðxiÞm
0 kxi  cjk2; 1 < m0 < 1;where l is the minimized loss value, p is the number of speciﬁed clusters, n is the number of objects, lj(xi) is the membership
value of object xi in the jth cluster, xi is the ith object, m0 is the fuzziﬁcation parameter, and cj is the center of jth cluster.
It has been shown by Bezdek [8] that if for all i and j, the loss function could be minimized when m0 > 1. Under this con-
dition, the corresponding cluster center value can be computed in accordance withcj ¼
P
i ljðxiÞ
h im0
xiP
i½ljðxiÞm
0 for 1 6 j 6 p:Having calculated the cluster centers, the second step in the FCM procedure is to determine the cluster memberships of a
sample point. To do so, it is necessary to determine the distance from each point xi to each of the cluster centers (c1,c2, . . . ,cp).
In practice, this is achieved by computing the Euclidean distance between the point and the cluster center in accordance withdji ¼ kxi  cjk;
where dji is the distance of xi from the center of cluster cj.
Since the FCM algorithm constraints the total cluster membership value of a single point to one, one can recalculate the
membership of a point to a particular cluster. This is expressed as the fractional part of the total possible memberships as-
signed to that point. In other words, the membership in the jth cluster is calculated byljðxiÞ ¼
1
dji
  1
m01
Pp
k¼1
1
dki
  1
m01
¼ 1Pp
k¼1
dji
dki
  1
m01
for 1 6 j 6 p; 1 6 i 6 n:Here, dji is the distance metric for xi from the center of cluster cj,m0 is the fuzziﬁcation parameter, p is the number of speciﬁed
clusters, and dki is the distance metric for xi in cluster ck.
Having computed the value of lj(xi), it is used to replace the original value of lj(xi) in the ﬁrst step of the FCM procedure.
This two-step procedure is repeated iteratively until the centers of all the clusters within the dataset converge.
3.2. Index function Imax
Suppose object xi has only one condition attribute. Furthermore, assume that this attribute can be divided into p groups
such that each object owns p membership functions lj(xi) j = 1, 2, . . . , p. The index function Imax is deﬁned asImaxðljðxiÞÞ ¼ IndexðmaxðljðxiÞÞÞ ¼ CðxiÞ ¼ k; 1 6 k 6 p:
Here, Imax(lj(xi)) is the clustering index of the fuzzy cluster which has the maximummembership value, and C(xi) is deter-
mined by the maximum membership value and indicates the cluster to which object xi belongs. For example, suppose the
attribute can be divided into 3 clusters and the values of membership functions of the ﬁrst object x1 are given by
l1(x1) = 0.35, l2(x1) = 0.63, l3(x1) = 0.02, respectively. By deﬁnition, C(x1) = Imax(lj(x1)) = 2, and thus the ﬁrst object belongs
to the second cluster.
The example described above can be easily extended to multiple-attributes case. For example, if every object has m con-
dition attributes and the lth attribute al can be divided into pl clusters, then Cl(xi) gives the index of cluster to which the lth
attribute al of object xi belongs. Here Cl(xi) is given byClðxiÞ ¼ ImaxðljðxiðalÞÞÞ ¼ IndexðmaxðljðxiðalÞÞÞÞ for 1 6 l 6 m; 1 6 i 6 n;
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the lth attribute.
3.3. Implication relations
Fuzzy if/then rules are conditional statements that describe the dependence of one (or more) linguistic variable(s) on an-
other variable. The underlying analytical form of an if/then rule is a fuzzy relation known as an implication relation. More
than 40 different forms of implication relations has been reported in the literature [22,23]. Typically, these implication rela-
tions are acquired by inputting the left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) of a rule into an implication operator,. The
choice of an appropriate implication operator is a signiﬁcant step in the overall development of a fuzzy linguistic description
and reﬂects both the application-speciﬁc criteria and the logical, intuitive considerations relating to the interpretation of the
connectives AND, OR, and ELSE. An extensive discussion of different implication relations may be found in, for example, Lee
[22,23], Mizumoto [27], and Ruan and Kerre [34].
Consider a generic if/then rule involving two linguistic variables, one on each side of the rule expression, i.e.,if x is A then y is B;in which the linguistic variables and y take the values of A and B, respectively. A rule extracted from the decision table actu-
ally has the same form. One can think that x is a set of condition attributes, y a decision attribute set, and A and B to be the
corresponding attribute values. For example, for an object with 2 condition attributes and one decision attribute with the
following values (a1,a2,d) = (1,2,1), the object entry can be translated into the following linguistic expression:if ða1; a2Þ is ð1;2Þ then ðdÞ is ð1Þ:
The underlying analytical form of this rule is given by the following implication relation [40]Rðx; yÞ ¼
Z
ðx;yÞ
lðx; yÞ=ðx; yÞ;where is the membership function of the implication relation R(x,y).
Several options exist for acquiring the membership function of an implication relation. For the rule given above, the impli-
cation operator takes the membership functions of antecedent and consequent parts, i.e., lA(x) and lB(y), respectively, and
generates an overall membership value l(x,y) of a rule, i.e.,lðx; yÞ ¼ /½lAðxÞ;lBðyÞ:
Generally, we are interested in linguistic descriptions that may have more than one variable in either side, to which we
refer as multivariate fuzzy algorithm. Considered an rule of the form:if x1 is A1 AND x2 is A2 . . . AND xm is Am then y is B;where x1, . . . , xm are the antecedent linguistic variables with A1, . . . , Am be their correspondent fuzzy values, and y is the con-
sequent linguistic variable with fuzzy value B. The connectivesAND in the LHS of the above rule can be analytically modeled
either as min (^) or product (). We will show later that in this study, one should combine the proposition in the LHS through
min (^) and use an appropriate implication operator / to acquire the membership function of the implication relation above.
Thus one has:liðx1; x2; . . . ; xm; yÞ ¼ /½lA1 ðx1Þ ^ lA2 ðx2Þ ^ . . . ^ lAm ðxmÞ;lBðyÞ;
where / is an appropriate implication operator, and li is the membership value of the ith implication relation.
3.4. Fuzzy algorithms
Fuzzy algorithms are essentially an automated procedure for interpreting a linguistic statement formulated as a collection
of fuzzy rules, which in this paper is the collection of implication relations. All of the rules within the collection are formed
by the same attributes and are connected by the connective ELSE. For example, consider the following set of rules:if x is A1 then y is B1 ELSE;
if x is A2 then y is B2 ELSE;
. . .
if x is An then y is Bn:Recall that each rule above is represented analytically by an implication relation R(x,y), where the form of R(x,y) depends on
the choice of implication operator. The relation describing the entire collection of rules given above is known as the algorith-
mic relation and has the form
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Z
ðx;yÞ
laðx; yÞ=ðx; yÞ;here Ra represents a method of combining the implication relations of individual rules depending on the chosen implication
operator.
The implication operator used in this study to calculate the membership value for each rule is the Huang–Chang Ratio
Implication Operator [9]: /HC[lA(x),lB(y)] = (lA(x)/lB(y)) ^ 1, for this operator is closely related to the conditional probability
calculations. The interpretation of the connective ELSE is given as follows:
Implication: /mix (Huang–Chang), Interpretation of ELSE: MIX().
The deﬁnition of the MIX() operator is to take the weighted average for the membership values of the antecedent part of
each rule:
Pm
i¼1li;Lwi=
Pm
i¼1wi. The subscript L in li,L stands for the ‘‘left’’ side of the rule, while the weights wi are the mem-
bership values of the consequence part [9]. If the weights from each rule are the same, this connective operation is simply to
take the average of li,L. The feasibility of such choice of operator and deﬁnition will be explained in following sections.3.5. Relating membership value with b (proof)
Suppose a simple one-condition, one-decision attribute system has the following entry:Að0:6Þ > X:
The number in () shows the membership value of the condition attribute being classiﬁed to cluster A. This is equivalent to
say P(AjX) = 0.6: given X, the probability of ﬁnding the antecedent part to be A is 0.6. Then what is the probability of the con-
sequent part to be X if the antecedent part is A? i.e., what is P(XjA)? From probability theory, we know that this value P(XjA)
will be indeﬁnite; there is no direct connection between the value of P(AjX) and P(XjA). P(AjX) = P(XjA) is true if and only if the
population of X and A are the same (see Fig. 1):
In Rough Set, all the rules are perfectly satisﬁed without exception. The rule A -> X can be true only if A is contained in the
projection of X onto A’s attribute space (we will just denote as A # X for simplicity), so that P(XjA) = 1 (see Fig. 2):
In a fuzzy system, the perfect rule is fuzziﬁed or distorted, so that P(XjA) = P(AjX) because P(X) (population of X in the
information system) must be greater than or equal to P(A) (population of A in the information system) for A -> X to be true,
see Fig. 3. The limit is reached when (population of X) = (population of A). This gives P(XjA) = P(AjX). For the rule A -> X to be
true, P(XjA) must be greater or equal to P(AjX); otherwise A å X, the rule A? Xwill be false. Given that P(AjX) = 0.6, the min-
imum allowed value of P(XjA) is also 0.6. So this is just the same as the deﬁnition of b: if the probability (proportion of en-
tries) of A -> X is less than b, we discard this rule; i.e., b gives the minimum proportion for this rule A -> X to be considered
true.A X 
Fig. 1. P(AjX) = P(XjA) if and only if the population of X and A are the same.
A 
X 
Fig. 2. A? X impliesA # X.
X A 
Fig. 3. Fuzziﬁed A? X implies P(XjA) = P(AjX).
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P(AjX) is just the ratio of the population of A relative to X, and can be obtained from an implication relation via the
Huang–Chang Ratio Implication Operator: /HC[lA(x),lB(y)] = (lA(x)/lB(y)) ^ 1. In the above example, /HC[0.6,1.0] = (0.6/
1.0) ^ 1 = 0.6 = P(AjX).
For several data entries in the same class, for example:Að0:4Þ > X;
Að0:7Þ > X;
Að0:4Þ > Y :The threshold probability P(AjX) is (0.4 ⁄ 1 + 0.7 ⁄ 1 + 0.4 ⁄ 0)/(1 + 1 + 0) = 0.55. In the context of fuzzy algorithm and impli-
cation relation, the linguistic statement of these entries becomesif a1 is A ð0:4Þ then d is Xð1:0Þ ELSE;
if a1 is A ð0:7Þ then d is Xð1:0Þ ELSE;
if a1 is A ð0:4Þ then d is Yð1:0Þ:The interpretation of the connective ELSE is given by the MIX() operator. The deﬁnition of the MIX() operator is to take the
weighted average for the membership values of the antecedent part of each individual rule:
Pm
i¼1li;Lwi=
Pm
i¼1wi while the
weights wi are the membership values of the consequence part, so the MIX() operator gives the desired result of
P(AjX) = (0.4 ⁄ 1 + 0.7 ⁄ 1 + 0.4 ⁄ 0)/(1 + 1 + 0) = 0.55. One could calculate P(AjY) = (0.4 ⁄ 0 + 0.7 ⁄ 0 + 0.481)/(0 + 0+1) = 0.4
similarly. More examples for different cases are given in Section 3.7.
3.6. The procedure to acquire the b value
Step 1: Fuzzify the continuous attributes of the information system using the FCM method.
A continuous-value information system can only be converted into an equivalent fuzzy information system under
the condition once a classiﬁed fuzzy set has been provided. The attribute data of each object are converted to the
values of the membership functions in this step. In the FCM clustering method, the interval values [a,b] of the lth
attribute al can be divided into pl fuzzy clusters, and the continuous-value information system (U,A,Vq, fq) can then
be converted into the fuzzy information system (U,A,U,d), where U ¼ feAljjl 6 m; j 6 plg, in which eAlj ¼ ljðxiðalÞÞ.
Here, lj(xi(al)) represents the values of the membership functions associated with the lth condition attribute al of
the ith object.
If an attribute is crisp, there would be no ambiguity during clustering phase, and then the corresponding member-
ship function value for crisp attributes will be set to 1.
Step 2: Find the corresponding cluster of every continuous attribute in accordance with the index function Imax.
Utilizing the index function Imax(lj(xi(al))) = Index(max(lj(xi(al)))) for 1 6 l 6m, 1 6 i 6 n, identify the cluster corre-
sponding to the lth attribute (al) of every object xi(al). The resulting cluster indexes give each object a set of discrete
attribute values in the decision table. For crisp attributes (if there are any) in the objects, the assigning of cluster
indexes is arbitrary and is simply for identiﬁcation.
Step 3: Arrange the Implication Relations.
The evaluation of membership function of an implication relation depends on the membership function of the oper-
and(s) and the implication operator chosen. As discussed above, the uses of different implication operators result in
the construction of different implication relations, and consequently the membership function of an implication
relation might vary. The present study utilizes the Huang–Chang Ratio implication operator, which yields the fol-
lowing implication relations for two operands lA(x) and lB(y):/HC ½lAðxÞ;lBðyÞ ¼ lðx; yÞ ¼ ðlAðxÞ=lBðyÞ ^ 1Þ
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if x is A then y is B:From the proof in Section 3.5, we have shown the conditional probability P(AjB) is closely related to b, and this is the
correct operator to use. This operator calculates the probability of ﬁnding x = A while y = B, i.e., P(AjB). The same rela-
tion holds true for any values of lA(x) and lB(y) except when lB(y) is zero. However lB(y) will never be zero. Because
if this ever happens, the attribute identity will be assigned to other dominant clusters automatically.
In the multivariate case, suppose that there exist m condition attributes and one decision attribute for each object.
We need an operator to calculate the population of intersection a1 \ a2 \ . . .\ am. Actually the population of
a1 \ a2 \ . . .\ am has no deﬁnite value; The value covers a range which depends on the extent of overlap among
the attributes. At ﬁrst one might think to use the product of the two values to get the average overlap. This is the
case when these attributes are totally uncorrelated. However if we are to ﬁnd a stringent rule, we should consider
the worst scenario–that is when these attributes are totally correlated, and we should consider the maximum over-
lap situation. In this scenario we will ﬁnd the maximum of P(a1 \ a2 \ . . .\ amjB), and hence the largest membership
value of the rule. This can be achieved by Zadeh’s implication operator (^) for multivariate fuzzy algorithm, and the
implication relation for the ith object (xi) is therefore given as/HC ½la1 ðxiða1ÞÞ ^ la2 ðxiða2ÞÞ . . . ^ lam ðxiðamÞÞ;ldðxiðdÞÞ ¼ lðxiða1Þ; xiða2Þ; . . . ; xiðamÞ; xiðdÞÞ;
where lj(xi(al)) represents the jth membership function of the lth condition attribute (al) of the ith object (xi), and
lj(xi(d)) is the jth membership function of the decision attribute (d) of the ith object (xi).
For example, suppose that l(x(a1)) = 0.7, l(x(a2)) = 0.6, l(x(d)) = 0.8, then l(x(a1),x(a2),x(d)) = /HC[0.7 ^ 0.6,0.8] =
/HC[0.6,0.8] = (0.6/0.8) ^ 1 = 0.75.
Step 4: Determine the b value of VPRS using fuzzy algorithm
Note that as described above, the interpretation of the connective operator ELSE in the fuzzy algorithm varies in accor-
dance with the particular choice of implication operator. In our present study it is the MIX() operator. As the result, a ﬁnal
integrated membership function lq(xi(a1),xi(a2), . . . ,xi(am), xi(d)) is generated for the above algorithmic relations. Here
lq(xi(a1),xi(a2), . . . ,xi(am),xi(d)) is the threshold value obtained from fuzzy algorithm of a certain q classiﬁed objects set Xq.
When the uncertainties are induced during clustering phase, the original requirement of Rough Set can no longer hold.
One should not expect to observe 100% consistency on the data entry even though a rule could still be true. On the other
hand, the intention of inventing VPRS, for a variety of reasons, is to include the classes which are close to RS limit but
not precise. In VPRS, an arbitrary proportion parameter, b, was chosen to determine whether a class of data should be kept.
The threshold probability P(AjX) in this study serves the same purpose as of b: if the probability (proportion of entries) of A -
> X is less than P(AjX), we discard this rule. P(AjX) gives the minimum probability for this rule A -> X to be considered true.
But unlike other VPRS studies, our calculation for P(AjX), which based on the membership values of attributes, has a solid
theoretical origin and clear meanings.
Thus we have argued that the threshold probability P(AjX) is the ‘‘natural’’ choice (and perhaps the only convincing
choice) for the b value, and a reasonable choice of b value should not exceed the value obtained from the fuzzy algorithms:b 6 lqðxiða1Þ; xiða2Þ; . . . ; xiðamÞ; xiðdÞÞ where xi 2 Xqbecause we have considered the most stringent scenario in combining the membership values of condition attributes by
using min(^) instead of product (). This relation sets the upper limit (fuzzy limit of b) for a sensible choice of b value. Fur-
thermore one could deﬁne the b on the fuzzy limit (FL) asbFL ¼ lqðxiða1Þ; xiða2Þ; . . . ; xiðamÞ; xiðdÞÞ:
For each equivalence class, one could acquire for a unique bFL (called b for simplicity) value. Since the b value in each class
is the upper limit, an integrated value b I.S. for the Information System could be obtained, if desired, by joining all b values
from each equivalent class through the connective operators (^), which selects the minimum b among them:bI:S: ¼ bFL;1 ^ bFL;2 ^ bFL;3 ^    ^ bFLq:However it will be more accurate to treat each class separately since each b value represents the precision of clustering for its
own class.
3.7. Examples
3.7.1. A typical example
Consider the following dataset in which each object has two condition attributes a1 and a2, and one decision attribute d.
The clustering indices of condition attributes (a1,a2) are (A, B), and the clustering index of decision attribute (d) is X or Ywith
the numbers in parentheses denote the membership values:
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Að0:7Þ  and  Bð0:8Þ ! X;
Að0:7Þ  and  Bð0:7Þ ! Y:These objects can be related to the linguistic descriptions in a fuzzy algorithm by means of the connective operator ELSE, i.e.if a1 is Að0:9Þ and a2 is Bð0:8Þ then d is Xð1:0Þ ELSE;
if a1 is Að0:7Þ and a2 is Bð0:8Þ then d is Xð1:0Þ ELSE;
if a1 is Að0:7Þ and a2 is Bð0:7Þ then d is Yð1:0Þ:The membership value of the left side of each object, after calculated by Zadeh min operator, becomesðA  and  BÞð0:8Þ ! X;
ðA  and  BÞð0:7Þ ! X;
ðA  and  BÞð0:7Þ ! Y:Then we apply the MIX() operator to calculate the combined membership value. Since we are evaluating b for the rule
(A  and  B)? X, the weights of the ﬁrst and second objects are equal to 1, and for the third object the weight is 0. In this
case, the averaged membership value l, which is the threshold probability P(A  and  BjX), is (0.8 ⁄ 1 + 0.7 ⁄ 1 + 0.7 ⁄ 0)/
(1 + 1 + 0) = 0.75. On the other hand, the proportion of (A  and  B)? X is equal to 2/3 (0.667), which is smaller than the aver-
aged membership value l, so this rule (A  and  B)? X should be eliminated.
From this example, one can see that the threshold probability, P(A  and  BjX), is the average of membership values asso-
ciated with each occurrences of X, and we would use the threshold probability 0.75 from the majority rule, the rule which
has most objects in that class, in this case it is (A  and  B)? X, as the b value for this class.
3.7.2. Case when membership values are small in some objects
Consider the following example:Að0:4Þ ! X;
Að0:7Þ ! X;
Að0:4Þ ! Y ;
Að0:3Þ ! Y :Following the procedure in the previous example, the combined membership value of this class for the rule A? X is
((0.4 ⁄ 1 + 0.7 ⁄ 1 + 0.4 ⁄ 0 + 0.3 ⁄ 0)/(1 + 1 + 0 + 0)) = 0.55. But the proportion of A? X in this class is 0.5, so this rule A? X
should be eliminated.
How about A? Y? The combined membership value of this class for the rule A? Y is ((0.4 ⁄ 0 + 0.7 ⁄ 0 + 0.4 ⁄ 1 + 0.3 ⁄ 1)/
(0 + 0+1 + 1)) = 0.35, and the proportion of A? Y in this class is 0.5, so it is also possible that A? Y is still true. So the dom-
inant rule of this class should be A? Y, and we conclude that these data should be retained due to the bigger uncertainty of
the condition attribute. We can not exclude the possibility that rule A? Y still holds although the proportion of A? Y is the
same as the proportion of A? X. This is also one of the additional advantages of this method that it can identify the dominant
rule within a class when it is hard to judge solely by counting the number of identical class objects. Be aware that the dom-
inant rule of a class is not necessarily the majority rule. For example, if the entry A(0.4)? Y is removed from the above data,
one can see that the rule A? Y will still survive but A? X will not.
In order to keep the most ambiguously clustered data, the b value obtained from the majority rule should be the smallest
threshold probability of all the competing rules in that class. In this example it should be 0.35. It reﬂects the fact that such
class cannot be discarded from the probability point of view although this contradicts with the convention that the b value
should be greater than 0.5. Our recommendation would be to save such data at this moment and to collect more data of the
same class before making decision.
3.7.3. Case when no majority rule found in that class
Consider the following example:Að0:8Þ ! X;
Að0:7Þ ! X;
Að0:7Þ ! Y ;
Að0:7Þ ! Y :The combined membership value of this class for the rule A? X is ((0.8 ⁄ 1 + 0.7 ⁄ 1 + 0.7 ⁄ 0 + 0.7 ⁄ 0)/(1 + 1 + 0 + 0)) = 0.75,
and the proportion of A? X in this class is 0.5, so this rule A? X should be eliminated. Same calculation could be performed
for rule A? Y. So we conclude that this class should be excluded since no rules can be extracted from it. The b value would be
0.7, which comes from rule A? Y in this case.
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Að0:7Þ ! X;
Að0:7Þ ! Y :
Bð0:9Þ ! X;
Bð0:8Þ ! Y:
Cð1:0Þ ! Y ;
Cð1:0Þ ! Y :Each class could (should!) be evaluated separately according to the above examples.
3.7.4. Case when the decision attributes also have membership value
In principle, the decision attributes could also have membership values associated with each object if they were obtained
from clustering processes. The membership value of a decision attribute is just used as a weight factor. For example, when
calculating the combined membership value in terms of the X(Y) cluster of the decision attribute d, the contribution from
Y(X) cluster of the decision attribute d should be considered.Að0:6Þ ! Xð0:8Þ;
Að0:7Þ ! Xð0:6Þ;
Að0:7Þ ! Yð0:9Þ;
lðA ! XÞ ¼ ð0:6  0:8þ 0:7  0:6þ 0:7  0:1Þ=ð0:8þ 0:6þ 0:1Þ ¼ 0:647;
lðA ! YÞ ¼ ð0:6  0:2þ 0:7  0:4þ 0:7  0:9Þ=ð0:2þ 0:4þ 0:9Þ ¼ 0:686:Note the 3rd weight factor 0.1 for rule A? X comes from the 3rd entry assuming that there are only two clusters in the deci-
sion attribute. The same applies to the calculation for rule A? Y. The majority rule A? X can be kept (2/3 > 0.647), so this
class of data should be retained.
3.7.5. Case when there are several decision attributes with membership values
An information system could have several decision attributes. The issue now is how to calculate their combined mem-
bership value. Considered the following example:Að0:6Þ ! Xð0:8Þ  and  Yð0:9Þ;
Að0:7Þ ! Xð0:6Þ  and  Yð0:8Þ;
Að0:7Þ ! Xð0:9Þ  and  Yð0:7Þ:Again the calculation of the combined membership depends on the dependency of decision attributes. To be absolutely re-
strict and to obtain the upper limit for b, one should assume those decision attributes are totally independent, that is one
should take the product () of the membership values for the combined value: for this operator will give us a higher b value
than min(^). One the other hand, it also makes sense since in most of the time we have no expert knowledge about how
those decision attribute are correlated among themselves.Að0:6Þ ! ðX  and  YÞð0:72Þ;
Að0:7Þ ! ðX  and  YÞð0:48Þ;
Að0:7Þ ! ðX  and  YÞð0:63Þ:The rest of the treatment is the same as for the one decision attribute case.
For the case of several decision attributes, the different decision outcome combinations could be re-assigned to a set of
unique numbers, and the treatment is the same as for the one decision attribute case.
3.8. Summary of the calculations for b values
Below we summarize the procedure to obtain the b values:
1. Apply FCM to the information system to process the clustering, and obtain the membership values of each attribute of
every object. The classes in the information system are formed after applying the max-index function.
2. The membership values of condition attributes of each object are combined by Zadeh min(^) operator; the membership
values of decision attributes are combined by the product () operator. Then apply the MIX() operator to calculate the
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for the membership values of the antecedent part of each rule:
Pm
i¼1li;Lwi=
Pm
i¼1wi while the weights wi are the member-
ship values of the consequence part. The membership value of a rule obtained this way will be maximized; hence it sets
the upper limit for allowed b.
3. There is a combined membership value associated with each rule in a class. The rule consists of most objects in a class is
called the majority rule. The b value chosen for a class is from the membership value of the majority rule in that class. If
there is no majority rule, or several rules are competing for the majority, the smallest membership value of the competing
rules in that class will be chosen as b.
4. Comparison with other b-selecting methods
4.1. A step-by-step example
In this section we presents a step-by-step example to show our proposed method in detail.
Step 1: Fuzzify the continuous attributes of the information system using the FCM method.
The continuous data in Table 1 shall be grouped by the FCM method. Each condition attribute is divided into 2 clus-
ters. The membership function values of each condition attribute in each object are given in Table 2, and the cen-
troids of each cluster in the condition attributes are shown in Table 3. The decision attribute is also divided into
2 clusters. Note that in this study the decision attribute is crisp; the values are set to 1 (stands for M) or 2 (stands
for F) without using FCM.Table 1
Data of an illustrative information system.
Objects Condition attributes Decision attribute
c1 c2 d
1 85 95 M
2 83 50 M
3 28 67 M
4 63 18 M
5 96 41 M
6 72 107 M
7 106 86 F
8 99 54 F
9 64 72 F
Table 2
The membership function values of each condition attribute in each object.
Objects c1 c2
1 0.0785 0.9215 0.9899 0.0101
2 0.1315 0.8685 0.0242 0.9758
3 0.8407 0.1593 0.5097 0.4903
4 0.9553 0.0447 0.1137 0.8863
5 0.0045 0.9955 0.0031 0.9969
6 0.6527 0.3473 0.9313 0.0687
7 0.0613 0.9387 0.9919 0.0081
8 0.0174 0.9826 0.0760 0.9240
9 0.9377 0.0623 0.7156 0.2844
Table 3
The centroids of each clusters of condition attributes.
c1 c2
Centroid of 1st cluster 56.4401 89.8209
Centroid of 2nd cluster 93.3329 43.7304
Table 4
Results of discretisation of data in Table 1.
Objects Condition attributes Decision attribute
c1 c2 d
1 2 1 1
2 2 2 1
3 1 1 1
4 1 2 1
5 2 2 1
6 1 1 1
7 2 1 2
8 2 2 2
9 1 1 2
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isation results are shown in Table 4.
Step 3: Arrange the implication relations
There are four quotient sets in the dataset partitioned from Table 4, and the implication relations are.
Subset 1: {1,7}if c1 is 2ð0:9215Þ and c2 is 1ð0:9899Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
if c1 is 2ð0:9387Þ and c2 is 1ð0:9919Þ then d is 2ð1:0000Þ:
Subset 2: {2,5,8}
if c1 is 2ð0:8685Þ and c2 is 2ð0:9758Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
if c1 is 2ð0:9955Þ and c2 is 2ð0:9969Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
if c1 is 2ð0:9826Þ and c2 is 2ð0:9240Þ then d is 2ð1:0000Þ:
Subset 3: {3,6,9}
if c1 is 1ð0:8407Þ and c2 is 1ð0:5097Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
if c1 is 1ð0:6257Þ and c2 is 1ð0:9313Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
if c1 is 1ð0:9377Þ and c2 is 1ð0:7156Þ then d is 2ð1:0000Þ:
Subset 4: {4}
if c1 is 1ð0:9553Þ and c2 is 2ð0:8863Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ:
The interpretation of ‘‘and’’ in the antecedent part should be AND(^), the Zadeh implication operator as mentioned, and the
implication relation becomes
Subset 1: {1,7}ðif c1 is 2 and c2 is 1Þ ð0:9215Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
ðif c1 is 2 and c2 is 1Þ ð0:9387Þ then d is 2ð1:0000Þ:
Subset 2: {2,5,8}
ðif c1 is 2 and c2 is 2Þ ð0:8685Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
ðif c1 is 2 and c2 is 2Þ ð0:9955Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
ðif c1 is 2 and c2 is 2Þ ð0:9240Þ then d is 2ð1:0000Þ:
Subset 3: {3,6,9}
ðif c1 is 1and c2 is 1Þ ð0:5097Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
ðif c1 is 1 and c2 is 1Þ ð0:6257Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ ELSE;
ðif c1 is 1 and c2 is 1Þ ð0:7156Þ then d is 2ð1:0000Þ:
Subset 4: {4}
ðif c1 is 1 and c2 is 2Þ ð0:8863Þ then d is 1ð1:0000Þ:
Table 5
Results of the proposed method. Note that each conditional attribute is associated with 2 fuzzy
clusters and the cluster code of the decision attribute is speciﬁed as ‘‘1’’(=M).
Codes of the
conditional
attributes
Company code(s) of
indiscernible classes as
computed using VPRS
model
Number of
selected
companies
The precision
of the speciﬁed
classiﬁcation
The threshold
value b by
proposed
model
{1,2} {4} 1 1.0 (1/1) 0.8863
{2,1} {1} 1 0.5000 (1/2) 0.9215
{2,1}⁄ {7} 1
{2,2} {2,5} 2 0.6667 (2/3) 0.9320
{2,2}⁄ {8} 1
{1,1} {3,6} 2 0.6667 (2/3) 0.5812
{1,1}⁄ {9} 1
⁄ Indicates the cluster code of the decision attribute is speciﬁed as ‘‘2’’(= F).
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Then we apply fuzzy algorithm to each quotient set, one could get for
Subset 1:lðð2;1Þ ! 1Þ ¼ ð0:9215  1þ 0:9387  0Þ=ð1þ 0Þ ¼ 0:9215;
lðð2;1Þ ! 2Þ ¼ ð0:9215  0þ 0:9387  1Þ=ð1þ 0Þ ¼ 0:9387:We have argued that the b1 value should be the smallest threshold probability of the competing rules when no (a) majority
rule could be found in that class in order to keep the most ambiguously clustered data, therefore b1 = 0.9215.
Subset 2:
The majority rule in this quotient set is (2,2)? 1, thereforeb2 ¼ ð0:8685  1þ 0:9955  1þ 0:9240  0Þ=ð1þ 1þ 0Þ ¼ 0:9320:
Subset 3:
The majority rule in this quotient set is (1,1)? 1, therefore
b3 ¼ ð0:5097  1þ 0:6527  1þ 0:7156  0Þ=ð1þ 1þ 0Þ ¼ 0:5812:
Subset 4:
There is only one entry in this quotient set, the b4 value is obtained by Huang–Chang Ratio operator: b4 = (0.8863/
1.0) ^ 1.0 = 0.8863.
Table 5 summarizes the results of the proposed method. From the results of this table, the 3rd RS upper-approximation
subset with indices (1,1,1) contains 3 objects, in which 2 of them have decision attribute 1, and 1 object with decision
attribute value 2. So the precision of classiﬁcation is 0.6667(2/3), which is greater than 0.5812, so this subset shall be in-
cluded in VPRS b lower approximation set. The 1st and 2nd RS upper-approximation subsets, which have indices (2,1,1)
and (2,2,1), respectively, have classiﬁcation precisions 0.5000, and 0.6667, respectively. They are all smaller than the joint
membership function values 0.9215, and 0.9320 by fuzzy algorithms, so they will not be included in VPRS b lower approx-
imation set. Thus by applying the proposed method to analyzing the quotient sets in terms of the ﬁrst cluster of the deci-
sion attribute d, the number of objects has increased from 1 in RS lower approximation set to 4 in VPRS b lower
approximation set.
4.2. Compare with other method
Consider the simple data example given in Table 4. All objects are ambiguously classiﬁed. Subsequently, the indiscernible
classes of objects grouped by condition attributes areC ¼ fC1;C2;C3;C4g; where C1 ¼ fo1; o7g; C2 ¼ fo2; o5; o8g; C3 ¼ fo3; o6; o9g; C4 ¼ fo4g
Similarly, the decision classes are D⁄ = {M,F}, where DM = {o1,o2,o3,o4,o5,o6} and DF = {o7,o8,o9}.
Follow the deﬁnitions in Ref. [39], cðX;YÞ ¼ 1
cardðX\YÞ
cardðXÞ if cardðXÞ > 0
0 if cardðXÞ ¼ 0
(
, where card denotes set cardinality. The preci-
sion parameter is deﬁned as f(C,D) = max(m1,m2), where m1 = 1 min[0.5 < c(C,D)], m2 = max[c(C,D) < 0.5]. Applying the
above deﬁnitions to partition the objects in Table 1, it follows that
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1
2
; cðC1;DFÞ ¼ 1 12 ¼
1
2
; cðC2;DMÞ ¼ 1 23 ¼
1
3
; cðC2;DFÞ ¼ 1 13 ¼
2
3
;
cðC3;DMÞ ¼ 1 23 ¼
1
3
; cðC3;DFÞ ¼ 1 13 ¼
2
3
; cðC4;DMÞ ¼ 1 11 ¼ 0; cðC4;DFÞ ¼ 1
0
1
¼ 1;
m1 ¼ 1min 23 ;
2
3
;1
 
¼ 1
3
; m2 ¼max 13 ;
1
3
;0
 
¼ 1
3
:Thus, fðC;DÞ ¼max 13 ; 13
  ¼ 13. Therefore, the precision parameter value is equal to 13. Since the b value, based on the least
upper bound of data misclassiﬁcation error, is equal to 13, then Cb(DM) = C2 [ C3 [ C4 = {o2,o3,o4,o5,o6,o8,o9} and Cb(DF) = {}.
Follow the analysis in Ref [4], b is denoted as the proportion of correct classiﬁcations. For b = 0.7, one could
obtain POS0:7C ðDMÞ ¼ fo4g; NEG0:7C ðDMÞ ¼ fg; BND0:7C ðDMÞ ¼ fo1; o2; o3; o5; o6; o7; o8; o9g. And forb = 0.55, one could obtain
POS0:55C ðDMÞ ¼ fo2; o3; o4; o5; o6; o8; o9g; NEG0:55C ðDMÞ ¼ fg; BND0:55C ðDMÞ ¼ fo1; o7g. It follows that the quality of classiﬁcation
for the information system in Table 1 for a b value chosen between 0.5 and 0.667 equals to 0.777 (i.e. 7/9). However, if
the b value were chosen between 0.667and 1, the quality of classiﬁcation would equal to 0.11 (i.e. 1/9). We could not ﬁnd
a b value at which the boundary region will become empty suggested by Ref. [47].
In this paper, the b values obtained from the chosen Fuzzy Algorithms are b1 = 0.9215, b2 = 0.9320, b3 = 0.5812,
b4 = 0.8863, so the b-lower approximation of the C1, C2, C3 and C4 classes are {}, {}, {o3,o6,o9}, and {o4}, respectively. Integrat-
ing all the C1, C2, C3 and C4 classes by the chosen fuzzy algorithms, one could use the bI.S. value 0.58 as the desired b value.
A few remarks about the comparisons with other methods:
1. The b values obtained in this study are purely from probability argument. The proposed method should be viewed as a
guideline for preventing choosing b value from being too high. At ﬁrst glance, the proposed method seems to have the
tendency of picking the smallest b, so the analysts are more constrained in the choices of b. However follow the proposed
framework, a higher b could still be obtained if the analyst removes the objects with low membership function values
immediately after applying FCM. This makes sense since those objects are poorly classiﬁed and hence are less reliable.
It will be the choice of analyst to select the cutoff point for the membership value, just like selecting a b in the former
methods. However such a hand-made manipulation to data is not recommended since the natural characteristics of data
will be hidden by personal preference. It is also recommended to use different b for different classes instead of using an
integrated one, since the precision of clustering, i.e.., the membership values, differ from class to class.
2. The focus of this paper is the linkage between the membership value of continuous attribute grouping and the choice of b.
Obtaining a lower b value is a logical consequence of discretisation of continuous values due to the clustering uncertainty.
The b values derived in this method are in fact at the RS limit with fuzziﬁed clusters (see Section 3.5), therefore they
should be treated as the upper limit. Other methods like in Beynon [4] of determining b are all pertinent if one does
not consider the uncertainties in the digitized data table. In fact, in the present work, if we start from the clustered data
in Table 4 without going through FCM, all attributes would be considered as crisp and will have the membership value
1.0, then one would obtain the b upper limit to be 1.0. Then the choice of b becomes totally arbitrary, just like all other
methods have proposed.
4.3. The wine dataset example
The famous wine dataset from the UCI Machine Learning Repository3 is used in the following study. The attribute values
are all continuous so this dataset is suitable for our study. Only 5 out of 13 attributes and 60 out of 178 data entries were used in
this study in order to compare with the study done by Beynon [4], in which the discretisation method by Chmielewski and Grzy-
mala-Busse [10] (CG) was used to discretise these data. The attributes and data sample are chosen to be identical to the ones
used in the example of [4]. The boundary values for condition attributes by the CG method are given in Table 6. The number of
clusters in each attribute, determined in [4] by the CG method with the criteria that any further cluster formation would result
in the largest associated quality of classiﬁcation being less than unity, is adopted directly in the subsequent study.
To ﬁnd the membership degree of each attribute in each entry, one needs to ﬁnd the centroids of the clusters, then the
membership degree is proportional to 1/(distance to the centroid)4 with the constraint
Pp
j¼1ljðxiÞ ¼ 1; i ¼ 1;2;3; . . . ; k. The
centroids determined by various methods for each attribute are given in Table 7. The CG (center) method determines the cen-
troids by taking the mid-points of intervals speciﬁed in Table 6; the CG (weight) method determines the centroids by taking the
average attribute value of objects whose attribute value is fallen within that interval; the FCM(2) method utilizes FCM with 2
clusters in each attribute; the FCM (c5–3) method uses 3 clusters for the attribute c5 and 2 clusters for the rest. The study results
are given in Table 8.
The results from the 4 different clustering schemes are compared with the report from Beynon [4]. The number of INDs
shows the number of indiscernible classes formed within the dataset under the clustering schemes; the number of possible
classes gives the ways of different combinations from the attributes; quality of classiﬁcation gives the number of objects
included in the b-lower approximation set (b-LAS) over the number of objects in the dataset; the average b for the ﬁrst 4internet site is http://archive.ics.uci.edi/ml.
s is the case when the fuzziﬁcation factor m’ in FCM is set to 2, see Section 3.1 for the formula of computinglj(xi).
Table 6
Boundary values for condition attributes1.
Attribute Interval ‘0’ Interval ‘1’
Alcohol (c1) [11.64,12.21) [12.21,14.38]
Ash (c2) [1.7,1.75) [1.75,2.87]
Magnesium (c3) [70,92) [92,151]
Total phenols (c4) [1.3,1.85) [1.85,3.88]
Proline (c5) [290,718) [718,1375]
1 The contents of this table are obtained from [4].
Table 7
The attribute clusters centroids determined by various ways.
c1 c2 c3 c4 c5
CG (center) 11.93, 13.30 1.73, 2.31 81.0, 121.5 1.76, 2.87 504, 1047
CG (weight) 11.89, 13.24 1.72, 2.41 85.9, 108.3 1.53, 2.57 541, 1032
FCM (2) 12.48, 13.5 2.20, 2.56 92.7, 114.3 1.85, 2.74 581, 1078
FCM (c5–3) 12.48, 13.5 2.20, 2.56 92.7, 114.3 1.85, 2.74 517, 699, 1150
Table 8
Results of applying the proposed method to the wine dataset.
No. of IND/
No. of possible
classes
Quality of
classiﬁcation
Average b
or b interval
No. of misclassiﬁed
objects in the b-lower
approximation set
Fraction of
accurately
classiﬁed
objects
QC of RS
CG (center) 14/32 1 0.634 4 56/60 35/60
CG (weight) 16/32 1 0.643 5 55/60 32/60
FCM (2) 20/32 49/60 0.644 2 47/60 37/60
FCM (c5–3) 26/48 52/60 0.616 3 49/60 42/60
Beynon 12/32 1 (0.5,0.625] 8 52/60 –
Beynon 12/32 52/60 (0.625,0.667] 5 47/60 –
Beynon 12/32 46/60 (0.667,0.87] 3 43/60 –
Beynon (RS) 12/32 23/60 (0.87,1.0] 0 23/60 23/60
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after taking account of the number of misclassiﬁed objects in the b-lower approximation set gives the fraction of accurately
classiﬁed objects; the quality of classiﬁcation of RS is calculated by taking b equals 1 to compare the adequateness of the
original clustering.
A few remarks and observations:
1. The results do not change dramatically by using different initial clustering or clustering methods.
2. The b values are compatible with obtained from another method, and the qualities of classiﬁcation are about the same
under similar b values. However by invoking fuzzy classiﬁcation, the present approach results in more rich indiscernible
classes and thus results in better QC for RS.
3. Using the presented approach, the numbers of misclassiﬁed objects in b-LAS are lower than obtained from [4] in the cor-
responding b interval.
4. The overall performance of classiﬁcation of the presented approach, as indicated by the fraction of accurately classiﬁed
objects, is better than from single b value VPRS method using the same attribute cluster numbers. This holds true for all
different initial clustering schemes applied. Increasing the number of clusters will increase the fraction of accurately clas-
siﬁed objects in general, e.g., in FCM (c5–3), however the trade-off is that the number of objects in each INDwill decrease,
and the reliability of rule will be reduced. For comparisons among different methods, one should keep the number of clus-
ters used ﬁxed, i.e. ﬁx the number of all possible classes.
5. Conclusions
VPRS is an extension of RS by setting the classiﬁcation correctness threshold value b to release the strict deﬁnition of
approximation boundary in RS. In the past, the choice of b value for VPRS has been somewhat arbitrary; a b value was se-
lected after the objects have been classiﬁed, and the origin of the classiﬁcation ambiguity has never been addressed to incor-
porate with the choice of b. This study developed a method to determine the value b and took into account errors during the
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this paper:
1. This study utilized the membership function of fuzzy C-means as the basis to extract the b value for VPRS. Suppose that
there are some attributes for each object, and several clusters in each of the attribute. According to the deﬁnition of index
functionImax, the value of membership function of a certain attribute was represented by the value of maximum mem-
bership function from within all clusters of that attribute. Then this study adopted the Huang–Chang ratio operator,
Zadeh implication operator (^), and Huang–Chang fuzzy algorithm operator MIX() to obtain the value b for VPRS. These
two new implication operators were invented to calculated the conditional probabilities.
2. We have proved that membership values of cluster are closely related to the probability for a rule to be true. In the RS
limit the membership value is the maximum probability, and therefore the upper limit of b.
3. Whether using the least upper bound of data misclassiﬁcation error or the proportion of correct classiﬁcations methods,
the threshold value b obtained depends on the relative degree of misclassiﬁcation (or the classiﬁcation precision) of all
the condition classes with respect to all the decision classes. In our method, one acquires for a unique b (bFL) value for
each equivalence class instead. Each group of indiscernible objects has its own b value; this is closer to the reality.
And an integrated b value of information system bI.S. could be obtained by joining all b values of each equivalent class.
The integrated b value sets the upper limit for a sensible choice of b which takes into account of uncertainties in contin-
uous data discretisation for the information system. However we recommend the users to treat each equivalent class
individually to optimize the usage of information.
4. With the proposed method, one can distinguish the dominant rule in a class when no majority rule was found from data
objects, and determine whether this class of data should be kept or not. In the past studies such class of data will be dis-
carded immediately because VPRS requires b to be greater than 0.5. Now, b less than 0.5 is possible if the membership
value of a class is less than 0.5. This opens a new dimension for VPRS studies.
The caveat of the proposed approach is the determination of fuzzy membership degree of the attribute. Those fuzzy mem-
bership values are purely model-dependent. In FCM it is affected by the fuzziﬁcation factor. Perhaps one could get a more
realistic estimation about the fuzzy degrees from the proportion of misclassiﬁed objects and/or from the neighboring classes
in the future research. Another closely related problem is cluster validation – number of clusters used will also affect the
fuzzy membership degree obtained, and this problem is coupled to deﬁning an appropriate classiﬁcation performance eval-
uation indicator, e.g. the fraction of accurately classiﬁed objects in this paper, to ﬁnd the optimal cluster number. Those is-
sues should be studied more rigorously in the future researches.References
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